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Abstract

Human computer interaction is increasingly utilized in smart home, industry 4.0 and personal health.
Communication between human and computer can benefit by a flawless exchange of emotions. As emotions
have substantial influence on cognitive processes of the human brain such as learning, memory, perception
and problem solving, emotional interactions benefit different applications. It can further be relevant in
modern health care especially in interaction with patients suffering from stress or depression. Additionally
rehabilitation applications, guiding patients through their rehabilitation training while adapting to the
patients emotional state, would be highly motivating and might lead to a faster recovery. Depending on the
application area, different systems for emotion recognition suit different purposes. The aim of this work is
to give an overview of methods to recognize emotions and to compare their applicability based on existing
studies. This review paper should enable practitioners, researchers and engineers to find a system most
suitable for certain applications. An entirely contact-less method is to analyze facial features with the help
of a video camera. This is useful when computers, smart-phones or tablets with integrated cameras are
included in the task. Smart wearables provide contact with the skin and physiological parameters such
as electro-dermal activity and heart related signals can be recorded unobtrusively also during dynamical
tasks. Next to unimodal solutions, multimodal affective computing systems are analyzed since they promise
higher classification accuracy. Accuracy varies based on the amount of detected emotions, extracted features,
classification method and the quality of the database. Electroencephalography achieves 88.86 % accuracy for
four emotions, multimodal measurements (Electrocardiography, Electromyography and bio-signals) 79.3 %
for four emotive states, facial recognition 89 % for seven states and speech recognition 80.46 % for happiness
and sadness. Looking forward, heart-related parameters might be an option to measure emotions accurately
and unobtrusive with the help of smart wearables. This can be used in dynamic or outdoor tasks. Facial
recognition on the other hand is a useful contact-less tool when it comes to emotion recognition during
computer interaction.

Keywords: emotion recognition, facial recognition, HRV, emotional intelligence, affective computing,
state of the art, review

1 Introduction

The provision of personalized and adaptive solutions is of increasing importance

when providing Information and Communications Technology (ICT) services to

humans. Besides the ability to sense context the ability to understand the users

emotions is therefore of interest. It has been shown that human-machine-interaction
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follows natural and social principles on a human-to-human interaction basic. Ekman

[24] pointed out the impact of reading emotions: “If B perceives A’s facial expression

of emotion, B’s behavior toward A may change, and A’s notice of this may influence

or determine A’s experience of emotion“ [24]. For a successful affective computing

three consecutive procedures are necessary: Detecting the emotions, the emotional

behavior generation (synthesis, adaption and expression) and the emotion elicitation

(figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Affective loop theory inlcuding emotion detection, emotional behavior generation and emotion
elicitation. Image modified from A. Paiva [60].

Emotion recognition can therefore be considered as a crucial machine capacity in

human-machine-communications. This review focuses on the technical procedures

of emotion detection and their benefits and limitations for specific applications. It

has been shown that communication between humans and computers benefits from

sensor based emotion recognition since humans feel uncomfortable when emotions

are absent [5]. According to Reeves et al. [70] people treat computers the same way

as they treat people. Hence, computers should also respond to their users humanely.

Benefits of human-computer-interaction in a social context were proven [10]. Emo-

tions are further essential for motivation and learning [64]. Affective interaction

could be beneficial while studying with the help of computers and could improve

ones mental state. Emotion recognition on the side of the artificial system serves

the effectiveness of the communication between the machine and its user and fur-

ther serves to accomplish a certain goal: A joint action which is ”any form of social

interaction whereby two or more individuals coordinate their actions in space and

time to bring about a change in the environment” [76] is going on between the

artificial system and the human. Joint action should be improved on the side of the

artificial system by adapting emotionally to the human. Ciceri et al. [16] explained

the management of joint action between humans and computers and its emotional

adaption in a graphic (figure 2).

It shows that on the side of the artificial system tasks and actions should modu-
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Fig. 2. Joint action between artificial systems and their users based on emotional adaption and joint action
(ECA = embodied conversational agent). Image modified from [16].

Ekman, Friesen 1971 [25] Anger, happiness, fear, surprise, disgust, sadness

Frijda 1986 [18] Desire, happiness, interest, surprise, wonder, sorrow

Parrot 2001 [63] Anger, fear, joy, love, sadness, surprise

Plutchik 2001 [66] Acceptance, anger, anticipation, disgust, joy, fear sadness, surprise

Table 1
Main emotions defined by psychologists between 1897 and 2001.

late depending on the users emotion for a successful joint action. Not only human-

computer-interaction would profit from emotion recognition. It would also help in

the field of psychology to identify patients emotions who are unable to express their

feelings. For example patients with autism spectrum disorder or patients diagnosed

with the locked-in-syndrome could benefit from emotion recognition. Furthermore,

the health care sector is increasingly dependent on technological applications and

devices. Patients interacting with a virtual avatar, which is able to read and tune

according to the users emotions could improve their motivation. For rehabilitative

applications this could even lead to a faster and higher recovery success and im-

proves the quality of life [81]. Emotions are transmitted in all modalities of human

communication like words, tone of voice, facial expression, body language as well as

several bio-parameters (as a reaction of the autonomic nervous systems) like heart

rate variability, skin conductance etc. Mostly all of these modalities can be mea-

sured with different technologies and sensors, since with developing technology the

possibilities for automated emotion recognition have been improved as well. These

methods vary in their potential regarding which emotions can be detected, their ac-

curacy, the options for validating the results as well as their usability under different

circumstances.

To avoid mistakes in emotion recognition and to design a reliable set up, a deeper

understanding of emotion modeling, processing and its expression is necessary.

As stated by Ekman, Parrot, Frijda, Plutchik, Tomkins and Matsumoto, there

are few basic emotions (Table 1) valid for all ages and cultural differences. Ek-
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man and Friesen are responsible that six emotions (anger, happiness, fear, surprise,

disgust and sadness) are universally recognized [25]. In 1873 Wilhelm Wundt [88]

designed a novel three-dimensional emotion classification system: the circumplex

model. Three axes describe the valence, arousal and intensity of emotions. To

classify emotions many studies refer to the two dimensional model based on the

circumplex model, where valence describes the range from negative to positive emo-

tions and arousal the active to passive scale. High valence and high arousal displays

a pleasant feeling with high activity, which describes emotions such as happiness

and excitement [67]. Similar models, such as the Geneva Emotion Wheel find ap-

plication in most works regarding emotion measurement [73]. Emotions can then

be assigned to the two dimensional emotion system as presented in figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Two dimension emotion system modified from W. Wundt [88].

According to David G. Myers, emotions include physiological arousal, expres-

sive behaviors and conscious experience [55]. Concerning the conscious processing

of emotion different theories exist: The James-Lange Theory from 1884 (figure 4 A)

suggests that physiological activity takes place before the emotional experience [39].

The Cannon-Bard Theory (figure 4 B) claims that physiological and emotional expe-

rience takes place simultaneously without causing each other [14]. This also means

that physiological reactions to emotions can be experienced without feeling the

emotion. The Schachter-Singer Theory (figure 4 C) also known as the Two-Factor

Theory proposes that emotions origin from both the physiological response and its

cognitive interpretation depending on the circumstances and experiences [72]. Ac-

cording to the Cognitive Appraisal Theory (figure 4 D) also known as the Lazarus

Theory of emotion, cognitive labeling of a stimulus occurs before experiencing emo-

tions [49]. This theory also implies that the interpretation of the stimulus based

on experience and personality is crucial for the intensity and nature of the emotion

experienced.
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Fig. 4. Emotion theories With A: James-Lang Theory [39] B: Cannon-Bard Theory [14] C: Schachter-Singer
Theory [72] D: Cognitive Appraisal Theory [49]

Emotions influence the activity of the Autonomous Nervous System (ANS) which

in turn regulates various body parameters [80]. Hence, the Heart Rate Variabil-

ity (HRV), Electrodermal Activity (EDA), temperature and respiration patterns

are often analyzed to recognize emotions. Next to emotions influenced by the ANS,

facial expressions are investigated which can be more controlled. Also measurement

of brainwaves are investigated since emotion originates in the brain. Most applica-

tions are used in everyday situations which desire a handy and unobtrusive method

to recognize emotions. For health care applications, computers, tablets or smart-

phones with equipped cameras can be used to perform Facial Recognition (FR)

with the help of novel algorithms using deep learning. In 1872 Charles Darwin [20]

examined how humans and animals express emotions. Based on this, Ekman wrote

the book ”Unmasking the Face” in 2003, describing in detail the change of facial

features as a result of spontaneous change of emotions [27][23]. For example, the

angularity of the lips or the wrinkles at the forehead are analyzed to classify certain

emotions. FR is a promising method to classify emotions in an unobtrusive way

while achieving high accuracy [61]. On the other hand, it is prone to falsified results

since facial expressions can be deliberately be influenced. A less falsified method is

emotion recognition from Electroencephalography (EEG). Though, the complexity

of the experimental set up is not to be ignored. Some physiological signals are miss-

ing the two-dimensional information of both valence and arousal, which makes it

necessary to combine two physiological parameters to make assumption about the

emotive state.

2 Emotion recognition

The chain of work for recognizing emotions requires a sequence of tasks starting

with the evocation of emotions. Furthermore, the emotional features from the

physiological signals have to be defined and extracted. Therefrom, emotions are

recognized using trained classifiers. In the following different procedures but also

the difficulties and limitations are described.
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Fig. 5. Examples from the IAPS to evoke specific emotions [48].

2.1 Evocation of Emotions

A high-quality database is important to evoke emotions and to generate comparable

results. The International Affective Picture System (IAPS) database uses pictures

and is often preferred due to its simplicity [78,48]. Figure 5 shows examples taken

from the IAPS to evoke specific emotions. Emotions can be subject-elicited (related

to memories of the subject) or event-elicited (subject independent pictures related

to events) [64]. The International Affective Digital Sounds (IADS) database utilizes

acoustic emotional stimuli [8]. A combination of video and audio data can be used by

showing movie/film clips [50,58]. Pictures showing people with different emotional

expressions can also be used to evoke the same emotions in the participant by

empathy [11]. A database of affective norms provides a large set of normative

emotional ratings for English words [7] as well as for a collection of brief texts [8].

Listening to stories can be used to evoke emotions [34]. Tasks inducing cognitive

and physical stress can be used to elicit stress related emotions [85].

2.2 Feature Extraction

Due to the nature of bio-signals which are partly stochastic, partly semi-periodic, it

is necessary to extract certain features to enable further classification of emotions.

After measuring the raw bio-signals, specific features are extracted and calculated.

Popular features for various bio-signals include frequencies, amplitudes, maxima

and minima. For FR features anatomic landmarks or relations between certain

regions are exploited. However, each bio-signal has to be investigated separately as

extracted features might vary in their usefulness for the classification of emotions.

2.3 Classifier

After measuring the bio-signals and the extraction of emotional features, classifiers

are trained to identify the emotional states. Popular are the classifiers Support

Vector Machine (SVM) [56,54], Canonical Correlation analysis (CCA) [50], Artificial

Neural Network (ANN) [82], Fisher linear discriminant projection [36], K-Nearest

Neighbor (KNN) [69], Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) [40] or
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Fig. 6. Self-assessment manikin from M. Bradley and P. Lang [31] symbolizing the valence (top) and the
arousal (bottom) degree.

the Bayesian network method [17]. For the same data different classifier result

in different accuracy. The majority of studies uses the SVM or the fisher linear

discriminant classifier. Depending on the training set it needs to be tested which of

them results in higher accuracy.

2.4 Emotion evaluation

Emotion evaluation is a problem, which is not easy to overcome. One way is to

correlate the results to a gold standard, such as FR or EEG. However, those readings

might be prone to error, as the signals might be evoked by false emotions. Another

way to classify emotions measured from various parameters is to compare the results

to a self-assessment questionnaire. The Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) from M.

Bradley and P. Lang [7] is widely used. It is a pictorial, non-verbal questionnaire to

evaluate emotions (figure 6). Another method is to rate the patients emotion based

on facial expressions and overall impressions by a psychological expert. Lastly, data

can be correlated against the material used to elicit the emotions, such as the IAPS

where each one has a defined level of valence and arousal. However, the perception

of emotions vary highly depending on experience, cultural differences, age and many

other factors, which makes evaluation a challenging task.

2.5 Difficulties

Emotion detection from visible parameters such as facial expression, gesture or

speech is influenced by the subjects culture [22], age [38] and gender. In some

cultures expressions like anger or grief are considered dishonorable and are discour-

aged, leading the participant to replace their feeling with a fake smile [29]. Outward

physical expressions rely on the manipulation of social masking and lead to falsi-

fied emotion classification. The underlying emotional state may only be classified

by measuring internal parameters. The Noldus FaceReader software [82] states to

work on this issue by classifying so called action units, as described in section 3.2.

Multimodal systems might also help to overcome this problem of fake emotions. The

ANS reacts according to a persons emotional state and can not be tricked as easily.

However, the interpretation of a single parameter comes along with side-effects, such
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as the possibility to influence the data by environmental influences such as tempera-

ture or humidity. Also individual factors might come into play, whether one person

might feel happiness for certain stimuli, when another persons feel shame or anger.

There is no definite rule-book for the elicitation, classification or evaluation of hu-

man emotions. Also, information about the purpose of the study may influence

the subjects experience of emotions. Another fact to consider is that laboratory

settings differ from real-world situations and results can not be transferred directly

[64]. Classification systems can either be user-dependent or user-independent. User-

dependent systems require calibration for each user before classification, while in-

dependent systems can recognize emotions from unknown users without individual

calibration. User-dependent systems usually achieve higher accuracy, but a user-

independent system is admirable for reaching a wider audience. The latter method

usually achieves lower accuracy [41] and requires more sophisticated algorithms to

detect emotions correctly.

3 Methods

Several bio-parameters, elicited by the activity of the ANS can be used to acquire

data for emotion recognition. Their usability depends on the field of application.

Systems vary in accuracy, distinction between the number of recognized emotions

and mobility during the measurement. The different measurement methods and

their benefits and limitations are described in the following.

3.1 Electroencephalography (EEG)

EEG can be used to determine emotions with high accuracy but is best used in a

clinical environment due to its time-consuming set-up process and its noise-sensible

characteristic. Two-dimensional (valence and arousal) measurements are possible.

According to Choppin [15] a high valence correlates to a high frontal alpha power

as well as a high right parietal beta power. Arousal is coherent to high beta but

low alpha power at the parietal lobe. Negative emotions such as fear cause a right

frontal activation while positive emotions show high left frontal activation. Ramirez

et al. [68] created the equations 1 and 2 to express the relation between valence and

arousal levels depending on the brain wave spectrum at different cortical areas.

Mehmood et al. [54] analyzed five frequency bands to classify four emotional states.

Using the SVM classifier they achieved 58 % accuracy.

Arousal =
βF3 + βF4 + βAF3 + βAF4

αF3 + αF4 + αAF3 + αAF4
(1)

V alence = αF3− αF4 (2)

3.2 Facial Recognition (FR)

FR is a powerful tool for contact-less emotion recognition without attaching any

sensors to the patient. A web-cam connected to a computing unit is sufficient, mak-
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ing FR usable on the fly, for example to measure people passing by or to measure

during an interaction with an app or avatar. FR is, similar to emotion recognition

with EEG, based on deep learning and allows accuracy in a comparable manner.

Every frame of the visual data gets analyzed and certain features (i.e. anatomical

landmarks) are extracted. The facial features are then used to train classifiers based

on the data of a training set, which then allows the system to estimate emotions [12].

OpenFace is a free and open source project utilizing deep neural networks [3]. It is

able to detect facial landmarks, estimate the head pose, the eyes gaze movement and

expresses the data in facial action units. Commercial available Software Develop-

ment Kits (SDKs) often offer simple solutions for implementing FR in projects. The

Affectiva Emotion SDK (Affectiva, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) [53] offers a six-month

trial for students and is able to identify 20 expressions and seven emotions based on

the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) by Ekman [26], with a broad support for

operating systems (iOS, Android, Web, Windows, Linux, macOS, Unity, Raspberry

Pi). The Crowdsight SDK (Sightcorp, Amsterdam, Netherlands) offers a free trial

and is able to estimate age, gender, ethnicity, head pose, attention span and 6 facial

expressions. When it comes to usability, a commercial system called FaceReader [82]

by Noldus Information Technology B.V., Wageningen, Netherlands, provides soft-

ware to simplify emotion recognition with many additional features. FaceReader

recognizes six basic emotions, tracks the eye gaze, tracks 20 action units, allows pre-

sentation of stimuli and synchronization with other bio-signals. Additionally, action

units are measured based on the connection between certain face areas, such as the

lip-, eyebrow- and cheek-movement. The tracking of action units might be utilized

to differentiate between real and fake emotions. FaceReader claims to measure fa-

cial expressions with an accuracy of 97 % for happy and of 80 % for angry [82]. The

FaceReader has been validated using facial Electromyography (EMG) measuring

the musculus zygomaticus and musculus corrugator activity. The zygomaticus ac-

tivity correlates moderately with the recognition of happiness (r = 0.723) over any

other emotion, while the corrugator activity correlates weakly with the recognition

of angriness (r = 0.55) [19].

3.3 Speech Recognition (SR) and Voice Recognition (VR)

SR can be used to extract semantics from speech [59] while VR is the analysis of

the acoustics of spoken words. They are useful for man-machine interactions such

as computer tutorials, interactive movies, games or for in-car safety mechanisms,

where the system reacts according to the users emotions [74]. Further, it can be used

as a diagnostic tool to identify depression and suicidal risks [30]. Also in mobile

communication in general it is a tool to detect frustration and stress. Although

the usability is high, the accuracy is not comparable to EEG or FR. VR is a

challenging task, as it is not clear which features are important for the distinction

between emotions. The acoustic variability regarding speaking style and speaking

rate directly affect extracted features such as pitch and frequency [4]. Furthermore,

one or more emotions might be perceived while the acoustic output sounds the same.

Also long-term emotions might overwhelm momentary emotions. For the definition
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of emotions through speech according to Williams and Stevens [86], positive arousal

correlates with loud, fast and enunciated speech with high-frequency energy, a high

average pitch and a wide pitch range. Negative arousal is linked to slow, low-pitched

and less high-frequent energy speech. Therefore the extracted acoustic features

(pitch, time, quality of voice, articulation) highly correlate with ones feelings [13].

For valence the distinction is difficult and comes with lower accuracy rates, as high

valence corresponds with both anger and happiness. Research shows no agreement

if acoustic features correlate with the valence dimension [51].

Another valuable study from 2011 gathered speech-, quality- and spectral-related

features among others, compared characteristics of emotional speech databases and

elaborated speech processing and combining of acoustic features with other infor-

mation sources [28].

3.4 Heart Rate Variability (HRV)

Heart related bio-signals such as the HRV, a measure of beat-to-beat temporal

changes of the heart rate, give deep insight to the emotional system of the human

body. Therefore, Electrocardiography (ECG) is measured and HRV calculated. The

usability of measuring the ECG in everyday use is limited. Although smart textile

garments are available tracking the ECG properly. A novel technique preferable for

a mobile use is measuring the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) by Photoplethysmogra-

phy (PPG) which is widely used in smart watches to calculate the HRV. A study

concluded that HRV calculated from ECG correlates up to 88 % with calculations

from PPG data [65]. An older study achieved 95 % correlation [32]. BVP is de-

scribed by the pulse-wave of the heart and the volume of the blood flowing through

a vessel. It can be monitored non-invasive with the help of PPG. A PPG sensor

uses a light emitting diode and a photo-diode to record the pulse waveform. It can

be used almost anywhere on the body, as the smallest superficial blood vessels are

sufficient for the sensor to recognize a pulse-wave. PPG is preferable over ECG to

track cardiac activity when the patient is moving or due to its easy mounting [42].

A reduced HRV is linked to psychiatric illnesses (depression, anxiety, alcohol use

disorders) [44,37]. The heart rate is the most natural choice for arousal detection

using comparison of sympathetic and parasympathetic frequency bands of the time

series. However, it is highly dependent on the position of the body during monitor-

ing. For emotion classification from the HRV different features can be calculated,

some are explained in table 2. A study from 2016 selected 5 features (CVRR, LF,

HF, LFratio, SD) from a total of 13 features to recognize 5 emotions (sad, angry,

fear, happy, relax). The highest accuracy was achieved using a SVM classifier. The

best selected feature set achieved an average accuracy of 56.9 % [33]. An other

study from 2010 [52] measured BVP, EMG, Electrodermal Activity (EDA), Skin

Temperature (SKT) and Respiration (RSP) in a multi-modal approach. A sta-

tistical classifier was trained using SVM and the Fisher linear discriminant with

the goal to learn the corresponding emotion for the present set of features. Both

methods were compared using the extracted feature vectors from multiple subjects

(7 male, 3 female) under the same emotional stimuli (a total of six emotions - amuse-
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Time domain

Mean RR average of pulse peak intervals

SDRR Standard deviation of the pulse intervals

CVRR Coefficient of variance of the pulse peak intervals (ratio of the standard devi-
ation and the mean of the intervals)

Frequency domain

HF 0.15 - 0.4 Hz: Respiratory sinus arrhythmia

LF 0.04 - 0.15 Hz: Oscillation of the baroreflex

LHratio Ratio of low and high frequency

Statistical analysis

Kurto Shapes of the probability distributions

Skew Amount of asymmetry in a data set probability distribution

Entropy Randomness of the data

Table 2
Features to calculate from HRV for emotion classification [33].

ment, contentment, disgust, fear, no emotion, sadness). An average performance

of 28.83 % was achieved using the Fisher linear discriminant and 46.5 % using the

SVM classifier.

3.5 Electrodermal Activity (EDA)

EDA measures the resistance of the skin and therefore the skin conductivity by

applying two electrodes to the finger. This makes it necessary to at least cover the

finger-tips with sensors, which could be integrated into a glove for mobile measure-

ments. The eccrine glands are responsible for thermo regulation of the human body.

Though, eccrine glands of the palm are also known for a more sensitive and emo-

tion correlated behavior than other sweat glands. Accordingly, the electro-dermal

skin response can be measured at the palm by applying small voltage to the skin

[6,75,46]. The skin conductivity decreases during relaxed states, and increases when

exposed to effort [84]. Features consider range, amplitude, rise duration, values of

first, time and frequency [87,71]. A study from 2010 [83] used a textile smart-glove

to recognize arousal based on electro-dermal response. Features such as Root Mean

Square (RMS), skewness, kurtosis, frequency, magnitude as well as non-linear fea-

tures were extracted and 35 volunteers were tested. The image database IAPS was

used to elicit emotions, the Quadratic Bayes Normal Classifier (QDC) to classify the

extracted features into four levels of arousal. For a total of 20 features, an average

accuracy of 64.32 % was achieved.

3.6 Respiration (RSP)

RSP is defined by the thoracal activity and can be measured using resistive wire

strains [21], PPG [2] or foam-based pressure sensors [9]. The sensory elements can

then be integrated into a textile garment. A decreased respiration frequency in-

dicates a relaxed state. Deep and fast breathing can indicate happiness or anger.

Momentary interruption of respiration indicate tension. Irregular respiration pat-
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terns are a sign of negative valence and arousal, where shallow and rapid respiration

suggests concentration or fear. Depressive emotions are connected to shallow and

slow respiration patterns [46]. A project from 2017 utilized respiration patterns to

recognize emotions based on deep learning algorithms [89] with accuracy for valence

and arousal of 73.06 % and 80.78 % respectively, based on the DEAP data set.

3.7 Skin Temperature (SKT)

SKT can be used to identify if a person is relaxed or not. Measured on the finger-tip,

dilated vessels will make the tip warmer during relaxation or colder during stress or

anxiety when the vessels constrict. Similar to recognition with EDA, SKT sensors

could be implemented into a glove. A study from 2012 used such a smart-glove

and elicited emotions with video-clips taken from movies or public databases. For

feature extraction, the skin temperature was converted into an electrical signal.

The measured arousal was categorized into five states, which then were translated

into emotions. The study stated, that positive states are easier to recognize than

negative ones [77]. An other study from Min Woo Park et al. differentiated within

sadness and happiness and from analyzing SKT they reached 89.29 % classification

accuracy [62].

3.8 Electromyography (EMG)

EMG requires the attachment of electrodes to the skin, ideally with preceding clean-

ing of the skin to ensure conductivity. This makes EMG preferable in a clinical

setup, as most system use wire connections between the electrodes and the receiving

computing unit. However, EMG enables single-dimensional valence measurements,

making it a valuable addition for other single-dimensional bio signals. Mental stress

leads to activation of the sympathetic nervous system which causes higher tension of

muscles, especially at the upper trapezius muscle near the neck [46]. Furthermore,

facial muscles are measurable (FBS) to detect facial expressions indicating specific

emotional states [47]. While contracting, muscles create potentials which can be

measured from the surface of the skin. A strong contraction comes along with a

high frequency of the EMG signal and is further correlated to an increase of valence

[46]. A Japanese study from 2010 proposed a system to recognize emotions based

on Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and EMG, where GSR is linked to the arousal

and EMG to the valence of the subjects [57].

3.9 Recent Works

The following Table 3 presents recent studies representative for each measurement

method. Main keywords which were used for the literature research were: emo-

tion recognition, emotion classification, emotion prediction and affective computing.

Listed are the used method, number of participants, measured emotion, stimulus,

extracted features, classification method and achieved accuracy. Works with im-

precise details regarding the features or accuracy calculation were excluded. Also
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Year Method n Emotion Stimulus Feature Classification Accuracy

[1] 2012 ECG 31 Excitement,
erotica, disgust,
fear, gore,
neutral

Passive: IAPS
Active: Video
games

Instantaneous
frequency, local
oscillation

Linear dis-
criminants,
leave-one-out
cross validation

52.41 % pas-
sive,
78.43 % ac-
tive

[33] 2016 ECG 25 Sad, angry,
fear, happy,
relax

Movie clips Time, fre-
quency,
poincare, stat-
ics

SVM 56.9 %

[54] 2016 EEG 21 Sad, scared,
happy, calm

IAPS 5 Frequency
bands (delta,
theta, alpha,
beta, gamma)

KNN, SVM 55 % KNN,
58 % SVM

[82] 2005 FR 1 Happy, angry,
sad, surprised,
scared, disgust,
neutral

Video clips AAM appear-
ance vector
(locations of
key points and
texture)

ANN (Noldus
FaceReader)

89 %

[56] 2013 ECG,
Fore-
head
Bio-
Signal
(FBS)

25 Soothing,
engaging,
annoying,
boring

Music 4 FBS, 8 ECG
features

Binary SVM 88.87 %
(FBS:
47.2 % ECG:
86.63 %)

[17] 2008 SR 7 Neutral, hot
anger, happy,
sadness, inter-
est, panic

Reading emo-
tional speech
and transcripts

62 Features Bayesian net-
work

80.46 %
(happy and
sadness),
62 % (4
emotions),
49 % (6
emotions)

[45] 2009 FR,
SR,
ges-
tures

10 Anger, despair,
interest, plea-
sure, sadness,
irritation, joy,
pride

Guided acting
according to
experiment
script

26 (FR),
18 (SR),
18 (gestures)

Bayesian net-
work

48.3 % (FR),
57.1 % (SR),
67.1 % (ges-
tures), 78.3 %
(multimodal)

[35] 2004 EMG,
EDA,
SKT,
BVP,
ECG,
RSP

1 Arousal,
valence

IAPS 7 Features ANN 89.73 %
(arousal),
63.76 %
(valence)

[43] 2008 EMG,
ECG,
RSP,
EDA

10 High stress,
low stress, dis-
appointment,
euphoria

Simulated rac-
ing condition

13 Features SVM, ANFIS 79.3 %
(SVM),
76.7 %
(ANFIS)

[52] 2010 BVP,
EMG,
EDA,
SKT,
RSP

10 Amusement,
contentment,
disgust, fear,
neutral, sad-
ness

IAPS 30 Features SVM 46.5 %

Table 3
Recent studies concerning emotion recognition measuring physiological data (Electrocardiography (ECG),

Heart Rate Variability (HRV), Electroencephalography (EEG), Facial Recognition (FR), Forehead
Bio-Signal (FBS), Speech Recognition (SR), Electrodermal Activity (EDA), Skin Temperature (SKT),

Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), Respiration (RSP))

studies concerning emotion recognition from participants suffering from mental dis-

orders were not included in this review.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Some studies break down their data reasonably, while others are less transparent,

making comparison a difficult task. For example the study mentioned in section 3.7

measuring SKT on the finger tips divided their extracted features into linear and

non-linear data. The difference for the accuracy of the two data sets was enormous,

which is why an average over the two data sets was calculated, combining all ex-

tracted features into one statement. Furthermore, the elicitation method plays a

crucial role. Randomly selected participants might have a disadvantage over trained
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Modality Benefits Limitations Application Area

EEG allows measurements on
impaired patients (i.e.
paraplegia, facial paraly-
sis)

complex installation,
maintenance of equip-
ment prone to movement
artifacts

lab conditions

FR contact-less, tracking of
multiple persons possible

requires a camera frontal
to the face, prone to be
deliberately falsified

lab conditions, work-
place, smart homes, public
spaces

VR contact-less, casual mea-
surement

microphone necessary,
prone to background noise

broad field of application
(during phone-calls or for
intelligent assistants)

SR contact-less, casual mea-
surement

communication necessary broad field of application
(during phone-calls or for
intelligent assistants)

ECG data acquisition during
cardiac check-up possible,
mobile measurements
(i.e. smart clothing with
integrated sensors, smart-
watch)

higher accuracy in sta-
tionary measurement,
movement artifacts in
mobile systems

lab conditions, everyday
use, sports activities

BVP highly versatile method
due to small size of sen-
sors, allows assessment
of other health related
parameters

depending on application
area prone to artifacts
(i.e. movement during
sport)

lab conditions (finger-
clip), everyday use, sports
activities (smart-watch,
smart clothing)

EDA good indicator of stress,
distinction between con-
flict and no-conflict situa-
tion [35]

measures only arousal, in-
fluenced by temperature,
needs reference, calibra-
tion

lab conditions (finger-
clips), everyday activities
(Empatica E4, Empatica
Inc.)

RSP simple installation, can
indicate panic, fear, con-
centration or depression
[35]

distinction of broad emo-
tive spectrum difficult

broad field of application

SKT versatile data acquisition
possible (infrared, through
video data, temperature
sensors)

measures only arousal, rel-
atively slow indicator for
emotive states, depends
on external temperature

lab conditions, work-
place, smart homes, public
spaces

EMG allows measurements on
patients with atypical
communication (i.e. psy-
chological disorders)

measures only valence,
difficult installation, am-
plitudes vary on chosen
measurement location

lab conditions

Table 4
Comparison of measurement methods regarding benefits, limitations and application area

participants (i.e. people with a professional theater education) when it comes to

emotion expression. Depending on the application area different systems are prefer-

able. Table 4 gives an overview of previous elaborated methods.

EEG, FR, SR and heart related methods (ECG, BVP) allow standalone mea-

surements as they are independently able to recognize emotions in a two dimensional

valence and arousal scale. RSP plays a special role: emotion recognition is limited

to the certain states as panic, fear, concentration or depression but to detect a wider

spectrum of emotions is not possible. EDA and SKT solely detect the arousal level,

while by measuring the EMG only the valence level can be classified. Therefore,

it is recommended to combine data from bio signal based methods to be able to

recognize the full range of emotions. This multimodal approach provides the ad-

vantage of higher accuracy since emotions are classified by each method and are

then matched up, though the set up is more complex. For clinical research, a static

setup measuring EEG, EMG, ECG or BVP might be suitable, as it allows measure-

ments with high accuracy and a diverse emotion classification. A similar system was
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proposed in 2004 by Haag [35] who achieved an accuracy of 89.73 % and 63.76 %

for arousal and respectively valence. When increasing the bandwidth of the clas-

sification, meaning the search interval in which the emotion is expected, accuracy

of 96.58 % (arousal) and 89.93 % (valence) was achieved. However, the system is

prone to movement artifacts due to the sensitivity of EEG. A study from 2008 [43]

optimized their system for emotion recognition for race car drivers by utilizing facial

EMG, ECG, RSP and EDA with an overall performance of 79.3 % accuracy for five

emotional states (high stress, low stress, disappointment, euphoria, neutral). This

system might be suitable for dynamical situations where the subject is in motion.

For the observation of a person in a mobile manner, for example in elderly care, ECG

might be a preferable solution. Mobile garments, for example the Ambiotex-Shirt,

ambiotex GmbH, Tübingen, Germany, allows measurement of ECG and therefore

the extraction of HRV features [79] [31]. With the help of ECG and respectively

HRV the distinction of five emotions with an accuracy of 56.9 % is possible. This

might be used to monitor patients during every-day and outdoor activities. For

home use, or the use in a medical or psychological practise, remote and unobtrusive

emotion recognition might be the best solution for measuring emotions on the fly.

This might happen either by interacting with an avatar through a PC, smart-phone

or tablet, or by mounting a web-cam in the room for continuous measurements.

FR can provide high accuracy of up to 89 % for seven emotional states, achieved

with the Noldus FaceReader [82]. This seems to be the most developed algorithm

for face recognition. SR might fulfill a similar purpose, but when it comes to dif-

ferentiation between many emotions the accuracy suffers drastically (from 80.46 %

for only happy and sad to 49 % for six emotions [17]). In the case of emotion

recognition with the remaining mentioned bio-signals, the biggest obstacle is that

some signals only measure in one dimension (only valence or only arousal). EMG

measures valence, while i.e. EDA and SKT measure arousal. Those signals could

be combined to enable two-dimensional statements and respectively assumptions of

emotions. However, with HRV, RSP and BVP two-dimensional measurement (both

valence and arousal) is possible. Therefore, BVP seems to be a highly valuable pa-

rameter for future research, as pulse rate variability measured with PPG has a high

correlation of over 95 % with HRV measured with ECG [32]. If such correlations

can be proven for BVP measurements taken from the wrist, emotion recognition

with the sole use of a smart-watch would be possible. Regarding the accuracy pre-

sented in table 3 it is important to note, that the quality of data is crucial for the

outcome of the work. The quality of data is related to the application of sensors,

lightning conditions, individual state of health of the participants, pre-selection of

participants and many more complex factors, depending on the used method. Also,

it is important to consider if the data is recorded in a laboratory setting or during

an realistic everyday situation. The study from Agrafioti et al [1], based on ECG

compared two experimental setups: an active situation by playing a video game and

passive setting by using visual stimuli. Both were conducted in a laboratory setting

at the Affect and Cognition Laboratory, University of Toronto. The study working

with HRV from Guo et al. [33] used a mobile garment for acquiring an ECG signal

in a laboratory setting, while the participants watched video clips, assumingly in a
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sitting position. The mobile garment might be a cause for the mediocre accuracy.

The study from Mehmood et al. [54] measuring EEG used the Emotiv-EPOC, Emo-

tiv Inc., San Francisco, CA in a laboratory setting. However, using EEG in a mobile

setup is not advisable as the attachment of the sensors is sensible to shock and move-

ment. The study using FR [82] did not explicitly state their measuring setup. For

FR it might be irrelevant whether the measurement happens in a real or laboratory

condition, as long as the lightning conditions suffice to distinguish the shapes of the

face from the background. The study measuring ECG and FBS by Naji et al. [56]

used a comfortable chair in a quiet room with minimal light for their measurement

and a headphone to play music. Notable is the relatively low accuracy for the mea-

surement with sole ECG data. For recording the BIOPAC MP100 system, Biopac

Inc., Santa Barbara, CA was used. Dai et al. [17] analyzed SR. Utterances from

professional actors were recorded directly into WAVES+ data files with a sampling

rate of 22.05 kHz. The relatively high accuracy for happy and sad might depend

on the ability of the actors to communicate their emotions in a precise and dis-

tinctive way. The data from the multimodal FR, SR and gesture measurement [45]

was simultaneously recorded during a summer school of the HUMAINE EU-IST

project in Genova. One camera recorded the participants faces (facial recognition)

and a second the silhouettes (gesture recognition). Restrictions regarding the par-

ticipants clothing and behaviour were given, the location and lightning conditions

of the setup was not stated. This study proves that the fusion of multimodal data

benefits the overall prediction rate. The multimodal study from 2004 [35] used the

sensor set ProComp+, Thought Technology Ltd., Quebec, Canada, for acquiring

their data in a laboratory setting. The study stated that their form and method

of application is anything but intuitive and natural, therefore accuracy rates might

drop in a mobile setup. In resemblance the multimodal study from 2008 [43] used

a multi-sensoral wearable which was assumingly evaluated in a laboratory setting.

It consists of four parts: a balaclava containing the facial EMG, ECG and RSP on

the thorax, EDA inside a glove and a data acquisition and communication module.

The system was designed for race drivers. It would be interesting to see how the

system performs when measuring basic emotions. The last multimodal study from

2010 [52] used the PROCOMP Infiniti system, Thought Technology Ltd., Quebec,

Canada in a laboratory setting, where the participants were requested to be as re-

laxed as possible. The study used no ECG data, which might explain the mediocre

accuracy.

To summarize regarding the mobility in emotion recognition, with smart wear-

ables such as smart watches or smart fabrics, it is possible to measure ECG, EDA,

SKT, BVP and RSP data in a mobile and unobtrusive way. The Empatica E4

wristband, Empatica Inc., Cambridge, MA has developed a novel method to mea-

sure PPG and EDA from the wrist. Methods like FR and SR solely depend on

background information (lightning, noise). With smart wearables being an upcom-

ing trend in modern society previous stationary methods might be utilized more

during everyday activities and unobtrusive emotion recognition.
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